Swinomish Indian Tribal Community
Office of the Tribal Attorney
11404 Moorage Way, La Conner, WA 98257
P: 360.466.1134
F: 360.466.5309
A Federally Recognized Indian Tribe Organized Pursuant to 25 U.S.C. § 476

November 3, 2016
Stanley M. Speaks, Regional Director
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Northwest Regional Office
911 Northeast 11th Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97232-4169
Re:

Response to SIN Letter Regarding Swinomish Indian Tribal Community's Proposed
Amendments to Its Constitution and Bylaws

Dear Mr. Speaks:
On behalf of the Swinomish Indian Tribal Community (Tribe), I write regarding a
September 1, 2016 letter to you from Dorsay & Easton LLP on behalf of the Samish Indian Nation
(SIN) regarding proposed amendments to the Tribe's Constitution and Bylaws (SIN Letter). Once
again, SIN is attempting to insert itself into a process in which it has no right to participate and
once again, SIN has made a number of arguments which are not consistent with the law or the
facts. I write to correct those mistakes and urge the Bureau to move forward expeditiously with a
Secretarial election on the Tribe's proposed Constitution and Bylaws, as the IRA requires.
SIN Has No Right to Participate in Another Tribe's Internal Governance or to Challenge
Its Elections or Governing Documents

The Tribe recognizes that SIN is now a federally-recognized Indian entity entitled to
govern itself, but the key word is "itself." SIN has not identified a single source of law, be it
statute, regulation, case law, or otherwise, that entitles it to insert itself into, or to demand
consultation with the Bureau regarding, another tribe's internal governance, including its elections
or the content of its governing documents. The reason for this is simple: there is none. Neither
the IRA nor the Bureau's implementing regulations allow an external entity or individual to
participate in, or consult with the Bureau regarding, a tribe's elections or the adoption, amendment,
or revocation of a tribe's governing documents. See generally 25 U.S.C. § 5123 (formerly codified
at 25 U.S.C. § 476) (limiting participation in Secretarial elections on tribal constitutions and
bylaws to the tribe's members); 25 C.F.R. Part 81 (same). This makes sense given the overarching
goals of the IRA, "whose core purpose was to encourage Indians to revitalize their selfgovernment." California Valley Miwok Tribe v. Salazar, 967 F.Supp.2d 84, 91 (D.D.C. 2013)
(quotation omitted; emphasis added). SIN has the right to manage its internal affairs and determine
the content of its governing documents without improper interference by other Indian tribes, and
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the Tribe has the right to manage its internal affairs and determine the content of its governing
documents without improper interference by SIN.
As you are undoubtedly aware, the right to contest the results of a Secretarial election is
extremely limited. Under the IRA and the Bureau's implementing regulations, only "[a] person
who was listed on the Eligible Voters List and who submitted a voter registration form may
challenge the results of the Secretarial election." 25 C.F .R. § 81.43. Because eligible voters and
registered voters must be tribal members, see 25 U.S.C. § 5123(a)(l) (requiring a majority vote of
"the adult members of the tribe"); 25 C.F.R. § 81.10; 25 C.F.R. § 81.22; 25 C.F.R. § 81.29, it
necessarily follows that non-member entities and individuals do not have the right to challenge the
results of a Secretarial election.
The federal courts and the IBIA have consistently held that standing to challenge a
tribe's internal governance, including its elections and the content of its governing documents,
extends only to the tribe's members, if it exists at all. There are several cases involving rival
factions of a tribe struggling for its control where the courts or the IBIA have found that tribal
members (or putative tribal members) have standing to challenge the Bureau's determinations with
respect to a tribe's internal governance or the content of its governing documents. See, e.g.,
Rosales v. United States, 477 F.Supp.2d 119 (D.D.C. 2007) (holding that tribal members had
standing to challenge Secretarial approval of an amendment to a tribal constitution proposed by a
rival tribal faction), aff'd 275 Fed.Appx. 1 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (unpublished); California Valley
Miwok Tribe, 967 F.Supp.2d 84 (holding that putative tribal members had standing to challenge
Secretarial determination as to eligibility of specific tribal members or putative tribal members to
participate in tribal organizational efforts under the IRA). However, there are a greater number of
cases where the courts or the IBIA have held that even tribal members lack standing to challenge
the Bureau's determinations with respect to the conduct of Secretarial elections or the substantive
content of a tribe's duly-adopted governing documents. See, e.g., Genskow v. Midwest Regional
Director, 62 IBIA 155 (2016) (holding that tribal member lacked standing to challenge the
substance of a tribal constitutional amendment); Visitin v. Midwest Regional Director, 60 IBIA
337 (2015) (same); Friends of Our Pyramid Lake Reservation v. Western Regional Director, 55
IBIA 272 (2012) (holding that tribal member association lacked standing to challenge Bureau's
decision to hold a Secretarial election on proposed constitutional amendments); Welbourne v.
Anadarko Area Director, 26 IBIA 69 (1994) (holding that tribal member lacked standing to
challenge the substance of a tribal constitutional amendment). 1
1

The IBIA has explained on several occasions that "it normally declines to recognize the standing of tribal
members to challenge BIA's approval or disapproval of a tribal enactment," including tribal constitutional
amendments, because "[t] he guiding principle of[its] decisions in this area is the Federal policy ofrespect
for tribal self-government, which counsels that the Department refrain from interfering in intra-tribal
matters. This policy is controlling even where, as here, Departmental approval of tribal constitutional
amendments is required by Federal statute. In such cases, ... the statutorily mandated review should be
undertaken in such a way as to avoid unnecessary inteiference with tribal self-government. Under the
circumstances here, where the relevant regulation contemplates that election contests will be limited to
challenges to the conduct of the election, ... it would be particularly inappropriate for the Board to
recognize the standing of a tribal member to make a collateral attack upon the amendment through the
contest procedure." Welbourne, 26 IBIA at 78 (citations omitted; emphasis added); see also Genskow, 62
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We have found no case holding that standing to challenge a Secretarial election or the
content of a tribe's governing documents extends to non-member entities or individuals, and the
only two cases that we are aware of involving one tribe's challenge to another tribe's governing
documents were both dismissed for lack of standing. In Kickapoo Tribe of Oklahoma v. Lujan,
728 F.Supp. 791 (D.D.C. 1990), the Kickapoo Tribe of Oklahoma attempted to challenge the Texas
Band of Kickapoo's constitution. Even though the Texas Band gained federal recognition as a
subgroup of the Oklahoma Kickapoo and the Oklahoma Kickapoo had a significant sovereignty
interest in the status and wellbeing of its members generally and the Texas Band in particular, the
court found that the Oklahoma Kickapoo lacked standing in its own right or as parens patriae for
its members to challenge the Texas Band's constitution. Id. at 793-96. Similarly, in Nisqually
Indian Tribe v. Portland Area Director, 21 IBIA 110 (1991), the IBIA held that the Nisqually
lacked standing in its own right or as parens patriae for its dually-enrolled minor members to
challenge an amendment to Puyallup's constitution prohibiting dual enrollment. As the Kickapoo
Tribe of Oklahoma court explained:
[A construction of the IRA that allowed challenges to tribal constitutions by
external factions or groups] would open the door to needless litigation by any
related, neighboring, or other tribe somehow affected by the new tribe's status,
frustrating the original intent of the IRA, "to rehabilitate the Indian's economic life
and to give him a chance to develop the initiative destroyed by a century of
oppression and paternalism," H.R. Rep. No. 1804, 73rrl Cong., 2d Sess. 6 (1934),
and "to disentangle the tribes from the official bureaucracy." Mescalero Apache
Tribe v. Jones, [411 U.S. 145, 153 (1973)]. Thus, this construction would be so
"inconsistent with the purposes implicit in the statute that it cannot reasonably be
assumed that Congress intended to permit the suit." [Clarke v. Securities Industry
Ass 'n., 479 U.S. 388, 399 (1987).]
Kickapoo Tribe of Oklahoma, 728 F.Supp. at 794-95. 2

IBIA at 160 (holding that tribal member lacked standing to challenge constitutional amendment); Feezor et
al. v. Acting Minneapolis Area Director, 25 IBIA 296 (1994) (holding that tribal members lacked standing
to challenge tribal ordinance allocating gaming revenues); Little Six Inc. v. Minneapolis Area Director, 24
IBIA 50 (1993) (holding that tribal corporation lacked standing to challenge tribal ordinance regarding
tribal corporations). If this is true with respect to members of a tribe or tribal corporations, it is certainly
true with respect to non-member entities or individuals.
2

We note that the standing doctrine is not the only doctrine that limits challenges to a tribe's internal
governance, including its elections and the content of its governing documents. See, e.g. , Kickapoo Tribe
of Oklahoma, 728 F.Supp. at 794-796 (holding that the Oklahoma Kickapoo's suit was also barred because
of federal sovereign immunity and failure to join the Texas Band); Lucero v. Lujan, 788 F.Supp. 1180
(D.C.N.M. 1992) (holding that former tribal council members' suit challenging Secretarial election on
amendments to the Pueblo oflsleta's constitution was barred for failure to join the Pueblo oflsleta), ajf'd
959 F.2d 245 (10th Cir. 1992) (unpublished).
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Even if SIN Could Participate in the Tribe's Internal Governance, Its Complaints Lack
Merit

Even if SIN had the right to participate in the Tribe's internal governance or to challenge
the Tribe's elections or Constitution and Bylaws (which it does not), its complaints lack merit. We
will not respond to these complaints in great detail because they should not be considered by the
Bureau in its decisions regarding our Secretarial election and Constitution and Bylaws, but we
briefly note several things. First, SIN's complaints concern an earlier draft of the Tribe's proposed
Constitution and Bylaws. To the extent that SIN claims or the Bureau believes - erroneously, in
the Tribe's view - that our earlier proposal attempted to expand the Tribe's territory or jurisdiction
in violation of Federal law, the Tribe has withdrawn that proposal. Our current proposed language
makes it clear that the Tribe's territory and jurisdiction extends throughout the "Swinomish
Reservation" and no farther, even if there continue to be outstanding issues for another day
regarding the precise boundaries of the Swinomish Reservation. 3 Stated another way, it is not
necessary to determine the location of the "Swinomish Reservation" or to resolve any disputes that
might exist among the United States, the Tribe, and/or SIN regarding the location of the
"Swinomish Reservation" in order for the Bureau to conclude that (1) as a matter of Federal law,
the Tribe's territory and jurisdiction include the "Swinomish Reservation," regardless of where it
is located; and (2) as a result, the Bureau has no valid basis to disapprove, and an affirmative
statutory duty to approve, the Tribe's current proposed language. See October 5, 2016 Letter from
Alix Foster to Ms. Parker and Mr. Norton at 1-9.
Second, the bulk of SIN's complaints relate to SIN's belief that the Tribe is attempting to
change its name to the "Swinomish Indian Tribal Community" in violation of the IRA. See SIN
Letter at 2. This argument is baffling given that the Tribe's name has been the "Swinomish Indian
Tribal Community" since the Tribe's Constitution was originally adopted nearly eight decades ago
in accordance with the IRA. Article I, Section 1 of the Tribe's Constitution plainly states that
"[t]he name of this organized body shall be the Swinomish Indian Tribal Community .... " 4 The
fact that the Tribe intends to amend other provisions of its Constitution and Bylaws to consistently
refer to the Tribe and its members using the Tribe's legal name as set forth in Article I, Section 1
does not violate the IRA and would not be a valid basis for the Bureau to disapprove our proposed
Constitution and Bylaws.

3 The

only exception is that both our prior and current proposals extend the Tribe's territory and jurisdiction
to property owned by the Tribe or by the United States in trust for the Tribe or tribal members wherever
located and to areas in which the Tribe exercises usufructuary rights guaranteed by the Treaty of Point
Elliott. We do not understand that the Bureau has any concerns regarding these provisions.

4

Tellingly, in 2014, the Bureau corrected its list of "Indian Entities Recognized and Eligible To Receive
Services From the United States Bureau of Indian Affairs" to reflect the fact that "Swinomish Indian Tribal
Community" is the Tribe's legal name. 79 Fed. Reg. 4748, 4752 (Jan. 29, 2014). Earlier lists had identified
the Tribe as the "Swinomish Indians of the Swinomish Reservation of Washington,'' language which was
ultimately rejected by the Bureau as incorrect but which SIN now insists should remain in certain provisions
of the Tribe's Constitution and Bylaws.
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It appears that SIN believes that if the Tribe is allowed to "change" its name, it will
somehow change the Tribe's legal status. SIN Letter at 2-6. This, too, is somewhat baffling. The
Tribe's legal status is what it is and will remain the same regardless whether the Tribe amends its
Constitution and Bylaws to refer consistently to the Tribe and its members using the Tribe's legal
name. 5 That status derives from the Tribe's government-to-government relationship with the
United States (which has existed for over 160 years) and Federal law as applied to relevant facts.
Amending the Tribe's name in certain places in our Constitution and Bylaws for consistency's
sake and to conform with the Tribe's legal name will not change (1) the government-togovernment relationship between the United States and the Tribe; (2) Federal law; (3) any of the
relevant facts, including but not limited to the circumstances surrounding the Tribe's vote to adopt
the IRA and the circumstances surrounding the vote to adopt the Tribe's original Constitution and
Bylaws (or, for that matter, subsequent votes to adopt amendments to the Constitution and
Bylaws); or (4) the legal consequences that flow from those circumstances.

Moreover, even if SIN is correct that the IRA originally contemplated two distinct forms
of tribal government, Congress did away with most (but not all) distinctions among Federallyrecognized tribes and any differential legal status associated with them long ago, including
distinctions based on whether, when, or how a tribe organized under the IRA. See Pub. L. No.
103-263, 108 Stat. 707 (May 31, 1994) (codified at 25 U.S.C. § 5123(t)-(g)) (prohibiting agency
action which classifies, enhances, or diminishes the privileges and immunities of a tribe relative
to other federally recognized Indian tribes); Pub. L. No. 100-581, 102 Stat. 2938 (Nov. I, 1988);
see also 140 Cong. Rec. S6145-47 (May 19, 1994) (statements of Senator McCain and Senator
Inouye) (explaining that the purpose of the 1994 amendments to Section 16 of the IRA was to
clarify that the IRA did not authorize the Department of the Interior to distinguish between Indian
tribes or classify them differentially based on manner in which the tribe became recognized by the
United States or whether or how it has chosen to organize under the IRA).
Despite Congress's explicit intent with respect to this issue, SIN advances the novel theory
that the circumstances surrounding the vote on the Tribe's original Constitution and Bylaws mean
5

The SIN Letter indicates that SIN is once again attempting to attack the Tribe's status as both a tribe and
a successor to certain tribes and bands that entered into the Treaty of Point Elliott, including the treaty
Samish. See SIN Letter at 4-6. It cannot reasonably be disputed that the Tribe has always been a "tribe"
as that term has been used in Federal law or that the Tribe is an adjudicated successor in interest to parties
to the Treaty of Point Elliott, including the treaty Samish (a point SIN concedes, see SIN Letter at 5). Much
more importantly, however, both of those issues are entirely irrelevant to the question at hand, which is
whether the Tribe will adopt and the Bureau must approve the Tribe's proposed Constitution and Bylaws.
In a similar vein, it appears that SIN is once again attempting to find another forum in which it can attempt
to relitigate a number of federal court judgments that SIN is not a tribe that has existed continuously from
prehistoric times to present and is not a successor to any tribe or band that signed treaties with the United
States, including the treaty Samish and the Nuwhaha. See SIN Letter at 5-8; March 9, 2016 Letter from
Marc Slonim to Mr. Speaks; April 13, 2016 Letter from James Jannetta to Mr. Speaks at 2-16; April 13,
2016 Letter from Emily Haley to Mr. Speaks at 12-13. However, this too is entirely irrelevant to the
question at hand.
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that the Tribe does not have inherent sovereignty or any powers other than those conferred under
the IRA, and cannot consistently refer to itself throughout its Constitution and Bylaws using its
legal name without violating the IRA. See SIN Letter at 2-4. SIN cites three documents to support
this proposition: the 1942 edition of the Cohen Handbook of Federal Indian Law at p. 130, n. 67;
a 1936 Opinion of the Solicitor, 1 Op. Sol. 618 (Apr. 15, 1936); and a 1938 Opinion of the
Solicitor, 1 Op. Sol. 813 (April 15, 1938). These documents do not support SIN' s position because
they speak to groups that were "not previously recognized as tribes," 1942 Cohen Handbook at p.
130, n. 67, or were "not[] historical tribe[s] ," 1 Op. Sol. at 618; 1 Op. Sol. at 814. That is simply
not the case with respect to the Tribe, which has always been recognized as a tribe by the United
States from treatymaking to present. Moreover, to the extent that these documents lend any
support to the notion now advanced by SIN, it would appear that they no longer reflect good law
in light of Congress's subsequent amendments to the IRA.
Third and finally, we note that SIN apparently believes that the United States can never
take a position on a legal or factual issue with which SIN disagrees without improperly "taking
sides," "disfavor[ing SIN]," and violating the "federal government' s trust responsibility to [SIN] ."
See SIN Letter at 2; 5; 8. It should go without saying, but this is not the law.

Conclusion
In light of the overarching goals of the IRA, the applicable statutory and regulatory
language, and the case law, SIN's insistence that it has the right to insert itself into, demand
consultation with the Bureau regarding, or attempt to dictate the Tribe' s internal governance,
including its elections or the content of the Tribe' s Constitution and Bylaws, is misguided at best.
We strongly urge the Bureau to reject SIN's baseless demands and threats and move forward with
a Secretarial election on the Tribe' s current proposed Constitution and Bylaws expeditiously.
Thank you very much for your attention to this matter. We look forward to meeting with
you and your staff next week.
Sincerely,

Emily Haley
Tribal Attorney

cc:

Greg Norton, Tribal Government Specialist
Christina Parker, Assistant Solicitor
Maryanne Kenworthy, Assistant Solicitor
Brian Cladoosby, Chair, Swinomish Indian Tribal Community
Brian Porter, Chair, Swinomish Constitutional Reform Committee

